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Modelling of ion transport through plasma sheath to substrates with trenches
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We present results of a two-dimensional PIC-MCC simulation of plasma-solid

interaction. The self-consistent model is applied to a problem of trench filling during

ionized physical vapour deposition (IPVD). In this process the metal atoms sputtered

from the target are post-ionized by a high-density RF plasma and transported to a

negatively biased substrate where they reach the sheath region. Their transport

through the sheath is crucial for determination of energy and angular distributions of

particles hitting the substrate.

Our model simulates formation of the sheath and transport of ions through it. Our

results contain parameters which are important for an improvement of the deposition

process, e.g. particle fluxes, energy and angular distributions, sheath size and shape,

amount of collisions during the transport through the sheath, etc. Hopwood and Qian

[1] presented a simple global model of the most important processes going on in bulk

of the magnetron chamber. We adopted their approach and computed the input

parameters for our particle model for the case of copper deposition with argon as a

background gas. For various biases of the substrate and various electron densities we

discuss shape of the sheath near a narrow trench (e.g. 0.2×5 mm), local fluxes along

the substrate edge, energy losses of ions, and we also discuss the different behaviour

of argon and copper ions in low-pressure argon gas.

The principles of our particle model are discussed as well. The model was written in C

language and parallelized by OpenMP technique. Despite the generally high time

demands of two-dimensional particle models, it was possible to run our simulation on

a single multi-core commercially available workstation. The efficiency of the model is

also briefly discussed.
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